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How the Jackson Hole policy statement changes things
 The S&P 500 closed at yet another
new closing high last week, up 3.2%.
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 The 10-year Treasury yield has risen
by just 3.3 basis points since Jackson
Hole

 The Fed’s update increases the
potential upside in US inflation, but
keeps rates low

 The dollar index has fallen 0.7%
since Mr. Powell spoke, although gold
was little changed

 The

FAB
AAC
is
slightly
underweight in global equities, and
overweight in IG bonds and gold
What is the background to the Fed’s
‘Statement on Longer-Run Goals and
Monetary Policy Strategy’? For some
time now, the Fed tells us, it has been
considering a review of its monetary policy
goals, since early last year in fact, but the
conclusion was delayed by the arrival of
the pandemic. Because the economy
continually evolves, so must the Fed. The
FOMC remains firmly committed to
promoting maximum employment, stable
prices, and moderate long-term interest
rates, and its primary means of applying
monetary policy is via adjusting the target
range for the fed funds rate, which
currently stands at just above zero.
Monetary policy plays an important role in
stabilizing the economy in response to
disturbances, and quickly reducing rates
to zero as soon as it became clear how
serious the effects of Covid-19 were was
crucial.
The Fed believes the inflation rate over
the longer run is primarily determined by
monetary policy, and has a longer-run

goal for inflation of 2% per annum, based
on its favoured ‘PCE’ definition, saying
this is “most consistent over the longer run
with the Fed’s statutory mandate”. On
interest rates, since its most recent major
review in 2012 the Fed says, “One
important change is that the general level
of interest rates has fallen, both here in
the United States and around the world...
(therefore) the FOMC has less room to cut
the policy interest rate when needed to
support the economy”. And particularly
importantly, “...prior to the pandemic we
witnessed a record long expansion in
which the labour market was very strong
and did not trigger a significant rise in
inflation”. Pre- the pandemic, employment
had reached levels that would in the past
have been considered ‘full employment’,
yet inflation did not rise significantly and
the labour market became very flexible.

What are the main changes in the Fed’s
policy aims? Firstly, relating to the

Fed’s inflation objective, although its
longer-run inflation objective remains
2%, the revised statement “...reflects
the view that this objective can best be
met by seeking to achieve inflation that
averages (our italics) 2% over time”. If
inflation never moves above that level
even when the economy is strong, then
inflation will average less than 2%.
Reduced inflation expectations, it says, in
turn can pull actual inflation lower. With
lower actual and expected inflation, rates
also fall, “leaving less room for the FOMC
to cut interest rates when needed to
support the economy in a downturn”. They
continue, “following periods when inflation
has been running below 2%, appropriate
monetary policy will likely aim to achieve
inflation moderately above 2% for some
time” (our italics). ‘Some time’ could
indeed be a long time, and the level of
inflation that might be tolerated is not
mentioned.
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Accordingly, ‘Employment’ is now listed at
the beginning of a list of goals that
previously listed
the priorities as
inflation, employment, and long-term
interest rates. Also the Fed now says it
seeks to “mitigate shortfalls of employment
from its maximum level”, whereas back in
2012 the wording suggested it might
actively seek to reduce the level of
employment if the economy overheated.
The Fed has reiterated its view in recent
years that the level of ‘full employment’ is
not measurable, as it changes with
nonmonetary factors affecting the labour
market, whereas in 2012 an estimate of
about 4.4% was mentioned.
What are the possible implications of
the policy statement? For monetary
policy and its associated risks:
Monetary policy is important to an
economy but it is a blunt instrument;
dropping rates alone doesn’t generate
growth. Complementary fiscal policy is
required to boost confidence, and the latter
can be elusive. In the Fed’s new world,
they will not - at least not initially - raise
rates to keep inflation under control, as
conventional policy would have done in the
past.
Saying
“achieving
maximum
employment and price stability depends on
a stable financial system” can be read as
an ‘out’ should things go wrong, and at a
time when the Fed has bought junk bonds
and had to take riskier policy paths. It is
true that monetary largesse from the Fed
(and other CBs) has saved the world, but
extra special care is now required. The
Fed may well say, “If excessive inflationary
pressures were to build or inflation
expectations were to ratchet above levels
consistent with our goals, we would not
hesitate to act” – but surely that would be
too late, due to lags? It seems slightly
curious to say that just because inflation
ran below 2% in the past that it is
somehow fine to let it exceed that now.
The Fed could find themselves playing
catch-up if money velocity (which they
didn’t want to mention) picks up
surprisingly, taking inflation with it. It could
happen in a cyclical upturn. The Fed itself
reminds us that unpredictable factors can
put monetary policy off course – yet now

the numbers are so large. What would
happen to QE from here if the world
receives another battering out of left field?
The background to US economic
growth: The US economy could recover
into next year, but the Fed knows that in
the New Economy the number of ‘hard
core’ unemployed will be higher, so
maximising employment will be very
difficult. The Fed formally prioritizing
employment in its goals list, secondary to
inflation to help recovery after the
pandemic is understandable enough. Also,
as Mr. Powell remarked, “...assessments
of the potential, or longer-run, growth rate
of the economy have declined”. The latest
data we have for PCE core inflation is an
annual rate of 0.9% for June, and the Fed
must
ward-off
deflation.
Investors
understand that extreme times have meant
taking extreme risks to ensure the survival
of the system. Reading between the lines,
the Fed has seen the pick-up in inflation
expectations, and wants to ride with it,
boosting this if possible. Of course to do
this, rates must be kept close to zero at
the short end. Also, a steeper yield curve
helps banks, who can benefit from it - and
then they might lend more. The dollar
wasn’t mentioned at all - the Fed never
likes to do so, of course, but we know a
lower dollar would boost growth.
The messages to - and from - the
markets: The yield curve has steepened
in recent days, and this could go further if
and when longer-run inflation expectations
rise more, which would reduce the price of
longer-term bonds. That would at least
help the pension funds, which need yield.
Allowing more inflation, if realized, would
be bearish for the dollar, ceteris paribus,
and confirms the dollar view expressed in
the FAB Global Investment Outlook.
Keeping rates anchored to zero should
continue to be very good for markets,
although equities are due to correct. The
world economy needs US rates at zero for
a long time to facilitate debt servicing.
Having described a moderately bullish
economic backdrop, we are beginning to
hear the word ‘bubble’, and that bothers
us. If the 10-year Treasury yield was to

move sustainably above 1%, that could be
nasty for equities. Meanwhile, the upside
of Covid-19 has been technological
advancement, as usually occurs in a war.
However, continued low-ish growth, as
assumed by the Fed, means that Growth
as a style should continue to outperform.
And if any of the risks mentioned in this
article
do
materialize,
continuing
overweight positions in gold are there to
protect portfolios.
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Current Tactical Asset Allocation
Commodities
Cash

Precious
Metals
Alternative Return
Strategies
MENA Equties
LATAM Equities
APAC (ex-Japan) Equities

Cash & Money
Markets 9%
Alternatives 13%

Government Bonds

Japanese Equities
Equities 35%

Fixed Income 43%

European Equities

Corporate Bonds
North American Equities
Emerging Markets Debt

MENA Bonds
Asset Class

Positioning

Detail

Cash

Overweight

After taking profits on some equity positions.

Fixed Income

Overweight

Keeping slightly overweight focused on EM dollar debt
and corporate investment grade bonds

Equities

Underweight

Alternatives

Underweight

After taking profits on part of the US and European
equity exposures

However, overweight on precious metals specifically
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